The first German edition of the book "Fluid dynamics of packed columns with modern random and structured packings for gas/liquid systems" was published in 1991. It sold out within a few years. Added to this were numerous enquiries, in particular within the industry, prompting me to publish a second, extended edition.
up to 100 bar. There are some practical numerical examples at the end of each chapter, which provide an insight into the application of the model.
The current edition will introduce a generally valid procedure of the single pressure drop calculating based on the knowledge of the form factor (P and an additional model for calculating the pressure drop of irrigated structured and random packings, based on the knowledge of the law of resistance ψ LV = f(Re L ) for two-phase counter-current flows and of the liquid hold-up h L 0 in the entire operating range up to flooding point. This model is suitable for applications, in which the only available data for determining the law of resistance is experimental pressure drop data for a two-phase system (no given pressure drop data for dry random packings), or in which the pressure drop above the loading line for low viscous mixtures needs to be determined more accurately.
A large amount of experimental data has shown that this model generates satisfactory results up to flooding point for laminar Re L < 2 as well as for turbulent liquid flow Re L > 2.
The correlation for determining the gas velocity at flooding point introduced in the first edition has been modified further and can now also be applied to any type of structured packing, tube columns with regularly stacked Pall rings, Hiflow rings and Białecki rings and regularly stacked layers of Pall rings, Raschig rings, Hiflow rings and Białecki rings. Following the latest findings, it has been possible to mathematically compute various loading capacities of structured column internals of types X and Y with flow channels at different gradients. This has also been taken into account in the expanded general correlation for calculating the gas velocity at flooding point, which makes this correlation applicable to any type of column internal.
Chapter 7 introduces for the first time the basic fluid dynamics principles of packed columns for liquid/liquid extraction. The previously mentioned SBD model for gas/liquid systems is transferable to liquid/liquid systems. The method used to calculate the gas velocity at flooding point of the disperse and continuous phases will be explained by means of some numerical examples.
The guiding idea behind this book was to develop a closed, consistent concept for designing packed columns for gas/liquid and liquid/liquid systems, in order to make the calculation of individual parameters more transparent and create a basis for objective comparisons between different column internals.
In contrast to other studies, this book uses a different approach for logging processes within packed columns, which is based on the specific flow behaviour of droplet systems.
The occurrence of droplet systems in packed columns was confirmed by Bornhütter and Mersmann in 1991. Hence, despite the highly complicated processes of two-phase flows in packed columns, it was possible to form straight-forward, user-friendly correlations, which are ideal for practical applications when it comes to developing solutions for a wide range of tasks. The simple correlations are particularly advantageous when comparing a large number of different columns internals. In addition, this book should help scientists as well as students to gain a better understanding of flow processes in gas/liquid and liquid/liquid systems.
As opposed to other studies, this book draws on the publications of other authors to support and expand the application ranges of the SBD model. However, it does not use
